Spatial data, ranging from various land information data to di erent t ypes of environmental data, are typically collected and used by di erent custodians. Full bene ts of using spatial data can be achieved by c o m bining the data from di erent sources covering a common region. Due to organizational, political and technical reasons, it is unrealistic to physically integrate vast amount of spatial data managed by di erent systems in di erent organizations. A practical approach i s t o p r o vide interoperability t o s u pport multi-site data queries. In this paper, we study the performance aspect of complex spatial query processing. We propose a framework for processing queries with multiple spatial and aspatial predicates using data from multiple sites. Using a new concept called generalized lter, a query is processed in three steps. First, an aspatial lter that incorporates some conditions derived from spatial predicates is used to nd a set of candidates, which is a superset of the nal query results. Then, the candidates are manipulated and a re nement step is executed following an optimized candidate sequence. Finally, a post-processing step is used to handle spatial expressions in query results. The focus of this paper is to generate enhanced lters in order to minimize the need of transferring and processing complex spatial data.
Introduction
Government agencies and large organizations have i n vested a huge amount of e ort in the past in collecting spatial data. Large amounts of spatial data, which are comprehensive and extensive in terms of geographical coverage, time and thematic layers, become an important cooperate asset. Due to historical reasons, these data are typically owned, managed and used by di erent groups. It has been realized that a m uch higher return for the investment of collecting spatial data can be achieved through a horizontal approach. That is, an application can often be best served by using parts of spatial data from di erent collections for the same region. Comprehensive, up-to-date and consistent data are vital to better decision making. A n e w residential development project, for example, may need to access spatial data such as land titles and zoning information (from the Land Department), infrastructure information (from the Transport Department and utilities companies), demographic data (from the Bureau of Statistics) and environmental information (from several Departments such a s E n vironment, Natural Resources and Local Government Planning).
One of the major barriers of spatial data sharing is heterogeneous data models and formats. This problem is the main motivation for spatial data standardization initiatives (e.g., OGIS, http://www.ogis.org). Progresses in this direction make spatial data from di erent sources searchable and exchangeable. A common practice in sharing spatial data at this stage is to use an Internet-based spatial data directory service to locate a dataset by some standard metadata attributes (such as the ANZLIC metadata, http://www.anzlic.org.au/metaelem.htm). Then, a copy of the dataset is obtained through ordering tapes or CDs, rather than downloading on the Internet due to large sizes of spatial data sets. By installing a local copy of other people's data, there are several obvious problems. These data cannot be fully used due to lack of knowledge and software that only the owner has. Given very large sizes of spatial data (from gigabytes to terabyte), duplication is costly. It is also di cult to maintain data consistency when there are multiple copies around.
The ideal way of sharing spatial data, as in sharing other types of data, is to get the required data on-line and on-demand. In the previous urban planning example, it is a waste of time and money to buy data and software for the land information of the entire city. A much better way is to select land parcels when the application needs them. For example, if the land developer is interested in redeveloping a number of vacant blocks into medium-density residential blocks, s/he needs to check issues such as if these land blocks are classi ed as \agriculture A" (top grade agriculture land cannot be used for other purposes by legislation) or \polluted" (not suitable for residential purpose), and the distance to major arterial roads, major shopping centers, schools and recreational facilities. Instead of having to purchase many large and complex datasets and to fully understand the data to be able to use them, one may use a simple query in an SQL-like language (see Section 2) if such a query can be processed automatically and e ciently across the sites where relevant data are available. For this particular example, only the amalgamated boundary of the land blocks needs to be passed to other data sites, and the results returned from these sites are very simple, either Boolean or numerical in this case. The developer may o n l y n e e d t o p a y a small amount of money for this query, instead of investing heavily in hardware, software, data and sta training for doing this job. When this paradigm of spatial data sharing becomes possible, spatial data will reach more people and nd more applications.
To make this happen, a number of technical issues need to be solved. Most problems faced by the multidatabase approach also present here, such as a global data model and query language, integration of heterogeneous local schemas, solutions to possible semantic con icts 8 . We believe that the data integration problem for spatial databases is somewhat simpler than integrating other types of data, as there is a common underlying reference object for all spatial databases. That is, these spatial data are all about the same region, and their coordinate systems can be mapped from one to another (for example, using the longitude and latitude). In this paper, we assume that each data site uses a modern relational database management system (DBMS). Their capacity of spatial data processing can vary form only supporting simple spatial object retrieval to a fully-edged object-relational DBMS where a spatial data type is treated no di erently to other data types such as numbers. Our objective in this paper is to take full advantages of relational DBMS to simplify spatial query processing and reduce the amount of spatial data to be exchanged among data sites. To get spatial data from remote sites is not only costly, but also forcing a spatial DBMS designed to handle one type of spatial data to be able to deal with other types of spatial data. Therefore, when translating a global query into a sequence of local database operations (called execution plans), we attempt to avoid using spatial data from other sites as much as possible. When it is necessary to use remote spatial data, these data are used in a simple way i n order to lower the entry requirement for a site's spatial processing capacity.
In this paper, we propose a framework for processing queries with multiple spatial and aspatial predicates using data from multiple sites. Using a new concept called generalized lter, a query is processed in three steps. First, an aspatial lter that incorporates some conditions derived from spatial predicates is used to nd a set of candidates, which is a superset of the nal query results. Then, the candidates are manipulated and a re nement step is executed following an optimized candidate sequence. Finally, a post-processing step is used to handle spatial expressions in query results. The focus of this paper is to generate enhanced lters in order to minimize the need of transferring and processing complex spatial data. We a c hieve this by exploring rich semantic relationships among spatial predicates.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the data model and query language to be used in this paper. Also in this Section, we p r o p o s e the concept of generalized lter and use it as a framework for complex spatial query optimization. In Section 3, we examine relationships among spatial operations. Our ndings are applied to spatial query transformation in Section 4. We conclude this paper in Section 5.
2. Preliminaries 2.1. System Architecture, Data Model and Query Language We discuss the data model and the query language to be considered in this paper. The purpose of this paper is to introduce new techniques for spatial query optimization, rather than discussing spatial data models or spatial query languages. The data model and query language given in this section are simpli ed and generic.
An SDBMS supports storage and manipulation of spatial objects such a s p o i n ts, lines and polygons 9 . Several non-spatial attributes and spatial attributes can be used to describe a spatial object. For example, a spatial object property can have non-spatial attributes such as street address, owner's name and spatial attributes such as its boundary. In the object-relational model, a spatial data type, implemented as an abstract data type or a user-de ned data type, is treated no di erently to other conventional data types. A database In general, a spatial attribute or spatial constant can be used in a query in where a non-spatial attribute or constant can appear.
A set of spatial operations is de ned on spatial data types. There is no standard algebra de ned on spatial data, although several proposals have been made 6 . Thus, there is no standard set of spatial operations. Instead, what spatial operations to use and their exact semantic meanings depend heavily on the target application domain. In this paper we use the eight spatial relations: disjoint, contains, inside, equals, meet, covers, covered by and overlap (note that covers (resp., covered by) di ers to contains (resp., inside) b y the condition that the boundaries touch each other or not). These relations are illustrated in Figure 1 (see 4 for reasons of choosing these eight relations and their precise de nition). However, we d o a l l o w users to alter the meaning of these operations, and to de ne new operations.
We consider an SQL-like query language in a simpli ed form as shown below:
The target list is a list of expressions, with attribute names, constants, build-in functions, arithmetic and other operations. The build-in functions include, in addition to those normal non-spatial functions such a s min, max, average and count, other functions which can take spatial attributes as parameters (e.g., area, distance, and premeter) ( count can be applied on both spatial and non-spatial attributes). When a spatial operation is used in a target expression, the data type of the expression can be data-dependant. For example, the intersection of two polygons can be any number of points, lines or polygons 7 . In this paper, we do not consider the target list. A query is simply represented as an predicate expression, which i s a set of atomic predicate connected by logical operations (i.e.,`and' (^),`or' (_) a n d not'). An atomic predicate is of the form \op1 operation op2", where the operation can be either spatial or non-spatial, op1 is an attribute name, and op2 is either an attribute name (i.e., a join operation) or a constant (i.e., a select operation). A spatial query is where the condition involves at least one spatial operation.
Therefore, the spatial query mentioned in the beginning of this paper can be expressed for the purpose of query transformation as factory:type = chemical 0^l ake:boundary meet factory:boundary We u s e to denote a non-spatial operation, and for a spatial operation.
Generalized Filter
Spatial operations are intrinsically time-consuming, because spatial objects are large and spatial relationships are complex to evaluate. A common strategy in spatial operation processing is the lter-and-re ne approach. A spatial object can be approximated using some simpler geometric shapes, such as the minimum bonding rectangles (MBRs) and a spatial operation can also use some simpler operations to act as its necessary conditions. For example, two polygons are overlapping only if their MBRs intersect, where the operation of MBRR intersection is a necessary condition for polygon intersection. The processing cost of spatial operations can be reduced by the lter-and-re ne method, as the CPU cost is reduced because of simpler operations, and the I/O cost can also be reduced as object approximations are typically much smaller than the objects they represent.
This idea of lter-and-re nement for single spatial join operation can be extended to complex queries and to a distributed environment 2 . It is common for a query to have both spatial and non-spatial predicates. In spatial decision support systems and new applications such as spatial on-line analytical processing and data mining, a query can be very complex, involving several spatial operations including spatial joins. Such a query can be processed by decomposing it into two sets of tasks: one set for non-spatial conditions and another set for spatial conditions. In spatial query processing, the spatial conditions are often processed before the non-spatial part 10 . However, it is not always an e cient w ay to process all nonspatial operations rst, as spatial predicates might be more selective t h us should be executed rst to reduce the sizes of interim data sets. Now we propose to use generalized lter (or g-lter in short) for processing Many optimizations can be done for the re nement step, such as eliminating duplicates and ordering candidates in a way s u c h as total communication or I/O cost are minimized 11 1 . However, to compliment all these optimizations, it is important to minimize the amount of spatial data to be used in query processing (some of them may need to be transferred among di erent database sites). Thus, it is highly desirable to make the g-lter as selective as possible to produce a smallest possible candidate list. The rest of this paper will focus on simpli cation and enhancement of the g-lter based on semantic relationships among spatial operations.
Semantic Relationships
In comparison to relational operations, spatial operations have r i c her semantic relationships among them. Such relationships can be explored for query optimization. First, a spatial operation is typically implemented using some computational geometry algorithm, which often has multiple processing steps. For example, to test if a pair of polygons A and B intersect or not, a t ypical algorithm consists of three steps 12 : 1) if a point in polygon A is inside polygon B or not 2) if a point in B is inside A or not and 3) if there is a line segment in A crossing or touching a line segment from B. Each of these steps itself is implemented using a complex algorithm. Therefore, one spatial operation can be implemented as a sequence of other operations. Second, a set of spatial operations can have certain relationships between each, such a s generalization, specialization and mutual-exclusiveness. The eight relations in Figure 1 are mutually exclusive. A user can de ne a new spatial relation intersect as that there is a point i n one object which is also inside or on the boundary of another object (this is a common de nition seen in several SDBMSs). Then intersect is a generalization of all spatial relations in Figure 1 except disjoint. Both cases above imply that an apparently atomic spatial operation may be decomposed into other sub-operations. They di er, however, in how these sub-operations are related to the nal results. When i s decomposed into 1 , 2 ..., we use the following two notations: 1.
< 1 2 ::: n > when i+1 needs to be applied to the resultant data set produced by i . That is, i produces a superset of the nal results, which need to be further examined by i+1 . The nal results are generated after n is applied. For example, contains < intersect contains >. These two strategies can be used together. Before we apply semantic relationships of spatial operations to query optimization, we discuss the underlying foundation of semantic relationships among spatial operations. In order to precisely describe the meaning of a spatial operation, Engenhofer proposes a formal description of binary topological relationship between spatial objects 3 
!
This matrix is a fundamental instrument for de ning spatial relations precisely. They are used, for example, in SQL/MM standard and Oracle 8. While a total of 2 9 = 512 types of spatial relation can be de ned using the 9-intersection matrix, many of them cannot be realized or the di erence among them is not of user's concern. Only these eight relations are useful for a continuous vector space, according to several researchers 3 . The 9-intersection notation is useful for query optimization. The property of mutual-exclusiveness has been exploited in 3 . The basic idea is that, when the relationship between any t wo spatial objects is one and only one from a set of prede ned relations, the algorithm to determine if a particular relationship holds or not can be simpli ed. For example, in order to see if two objects are equal or not, no more than 3 intersections need to be tested to exclude other seven relations (for example, using the 3 intersections on the rst row i n I equal ).
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Some applications may not require such strictly mutual-exclusiveness among spatial operations. The 9-intersection notation can be extended to accommodate non-exclusive operation to some extend. For example, when there is no need to distinguish contains and covers (similarly, inside and covered by), one can introduce encloses (and enclosed by) for covers or contains (for inside or covered by respectively). If we i n troduce`*' to represent do-not-care, then we h a ve the following de nitions where the condition of boundary intersection is ignored. The 9-intersection is not able to de ne arbitrary spatial operations an SDBMS (or a user if the system allows users to de ne new operations) wishes to de ne. For example, it cannot describe intersect as de ned before which c o vers all nondisjoint relations. For the purpose of spatial query optimization, it is important to understand semantic relationships among spatial operations. Therefore, we introduce a concept called the semantic tree for spatial operations. The relationship among a set of spatial operations can be presented as a tree, where a child node is a specialized form of the parent n o d e . Figure 2 is the semantic tree for the eight relations plus intersect, encloses and enclsoed by as de ned previously. The semantic tree is a piece of easy-to-de ne information to capture semantic relationships among spatial operations. Such a tree can be derived from the 9-intersection matrix with do-not-care elements (i.e., an operation with a speci ed value is a specialized form of the one with corresponding`*'). A semantic tree can also be modi ed manually when an operation which cannot be described using the 9-intersection matrix notation (e.g., intersect). Given a semantic tree of spatial operations, two predicates 1 and 2 is in one of the following relationships:
1. 
Predicate Transformation
In this section we revisit those techniques used in relational query optimization for predicate transformation and examine new aspects for spatial queries based on semantic relationships of spatial operations.
Predicate Simpli cation
When a complex query condition is given to a query optimizer, the condition will be partially evaluated by the optimizer whenever possible. Any redundant and con ict predicates will be identi ed in this step. For example, \A inside R 1^A inside R 2 " can be simpli ed to \A inside R 1 " i f R 1 is a region fully enclosed by R 2 . With the information carried by a semantic tree, further simpli cation can be made with spatial expressions. Another type of simpli cation can be achieved based on the 9-intersection matrices. For two spatial relations 1 and 2 , whose 9-intersection matrices are I 1 = fa ij : 1 i j 3g and I 2 = fb ij : 1 i j 3g, we can have a matrix for 1^ 2 , which is simply de ned as I 1^ 2 = fc ij = a ij^bij : 1 i j 3g.
Then we can simplify a ij^bij using the following rules (a ij and b ij are symmetric): 
Predicate Decomposition
An apparently atomic spatial predicate can be decomposed into smaller granularity. For example, a spatial relation between two objects can be checked by nding whether each o f t h e 9 i n tersections is empty or not (the query optimization work in 3 is based on this assumption we use a predicate to denote both operation and resultant data set). When an operation is replaced by a sequence of predicates, we s a y is decomposed. can be decomposed by t wo w ays: 1) used in conjunction with one or several operations which are its generalized operations and 2) replaced by a sequence of operations which implement . The former can be determined using the semantic tree information, and the latter requires the knowledge of spatial operation implementation. One purpose of predicate decomposition is to introduce a ltering step. When 1 is replaced by < 2 1 >, the ltering step is to apply 2 on the input data sets before the second step (the re nement step) applies 1 on the results of the ltering step. This transformation is worthwhile if 2 is less resource-consuming than 1 and produces interim data sets which are smaller than the original data sets. For many spatial operations, one particularly important generalized operation is mbr intersect. A spatial object is often approximated using its minimum bounding rectangle (MBR), which can be represented by the coordinates of its lower-left and upper-right corners (i.e., (x low y low ) and (x high y high )). MBR intersection can be tested, no matter how complex these objects are, as A:x low < B : x high^A :y low < B : y high^B :x low < A : x high^B :y low < A:y high mbr intersect is less expensive to process and uses object approximations instead of spatial objects. This lter-and-re ne approach is a standard strategy in spatial operation processing. Note that mbr intersect operation, implemented as above, is an aspatial operation.
With a semantic tree, the lter-and-re ne approach is not limited to using mbr intersect as the ltering condition. As long as there is a generalized operation that is less expensive t o e v aluate, it can be used in the lter step. A generalized operation can be used as a lter to identify a superset of the nal query results. At the same time, a specialized operation can also be used as lter to identify a subset of the nal query results. A specialized operation can also reduce the total cost by reducing the data set to be`re ned' using more expensive operations. For example, by using certain type of conservative a p p r o ximation such a s a n i n ternal rectangle to approximate a spatial object, intersection of such internal rectangles means that the polygons must intersect. Thus, a pair of polygons whose internal rectangles intersect is recognized as overlapping without any further check. Both types of optimization techniques have been explored by several previous researches.
One application of predicate decomposition can enhance a well-known optimization technique in relational query optimization for identifying common subexpressions for spatial query processing. For a complex query, there may exist some common sub-expressions (i.e., applying the same operations on same data). For example, ( 1^ 2 R) 1 ( 1^ 3 R) has a common sub-expression 1 R in both operands of the join operation. These common sub-expressions need to be evaluated only once, with the results stored temporarily for other references of the sub-expression. Identi cation of common sub-expressions can avoid redundant processing. It is an objective for a query optimizer to consider forming common sub-expressions using predicate transformation. While this rule is applicable in a straightforward way to spatial predicates, the semantic hierarchy of spatial predicates introduces a new dimension: a common spatial sub-expression can be derived from apparently irrelevant predicates by predicate decomposition.
Consider For example, \A encloses B^B intersects C" implies \A intersects C". Therefore, the lter condition for \A encloses B^B intersects C" becomes \A mbr intersect B^B mbr intersect C^A mbr intersect C". In this case, polygonA, B, C in Figure 3 are not to be processed by the re nement task because of a new ltering condition derived from \A intersects C". In this example, spatial predicates are used to derive an aspatial predicate (i.e., mbr intersect) which can be used to make lter more selective. The problem of spatial predicate composition has been investigated in 6 . For the set of spatial operations considered in this paper, the rule for identifying useful predicate composition, in terms of producing a derived predicate to enhance lter, is that at least one of the predicates is encloses or enclosed by. In other words, For the purpose of lter enhancement, these two rules are not di erent as they both imply mbr intersect between A and C. However, the di erence can be useful if the costs to evaluate di erent spatial operations are taken in to account 3 . This technique is more useful when a query optimizer has statistical information about the database. For example, if the maximum size of spatial objects in a table is known, then \A intersect B" and \B intersect C" will lead to a condition about the distance between A and C. This in turn leads to a ltering condition that the MBR of one object, after being enlarged properly by considering the maximum object size, must intersect with the MBR of another object.
Conclusions
Spatial query optimization is a complex issue which requires much more research before an SDBMS can handle complex queries with similar performance a relational DBMS can achieve. Previous researches on this issue largely focused on processing single spatial operation using spatial indices. We approached this problem from a new angle. In this paper, we h a ve proposed the generalized lter as a framework for processing complex spatial queries. This framework works for a single SDBMS to process a complex spatial query. More importantly, it can also be used for processing spatial queries involving multiple sites. We h a ve studied relationships among spatial operations, and introduced a new mechanism, the semantic tree, to describe such relationships. A semantic tree can capture information that is useful to spatial query optimization but cannot be conveyed using traditional methods. We have discussed applications of the semantic tree and the 9-intersectin matrix in spatial query transformation. Such transformation can be used to simplify spatial queries, generate more selective lters, and generate more useful candidate execution plans. This paper has considered a wide range of optimization techniques for complex spatial queries. It is an important contribution towards integrated query processing for spatial and aspatial predicates.
